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Abstract: This research is a study on the objectives of mergers and acquisitions, as to why organizations
undertake the inorganic mode of expansion. This particular research is conducted to get the effect of mergers
upon financial performance regarding acquiring firms in a variety of manufacturing industries of Pakistan.
Sample of this research consists of twelve manufacturing companies involved in the process of merger during
2000-2009. Three years before and after-merger data is used to test the significance of study. Paired sample t-
test statistics is applied on accounting ratios with the help of statistical software SPSS. The results of this study
show that Pakistani companies are no different than the companies in other parts of the world. On the basis of
findings, it is concluded that overall financial performance of acquiring manufacturing corporations
insignificantly improved in after merger period. The liquidity, profitability and capital position insignificantly
improved while the efficiency deteriorated in after- merger period. It is finally concluded that merger impact on
different industries of manufacturing sector differently.
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INTRODUCTION literature. Researchers [1] described that in the current

Presently  business  are  combine  to  improve and increase shareholders value. Organizations can grow
competitiveness of companies and gaining comparative internally or externally. Internal growth through the
advantage over other firms through gaining greater market introduction of new products and external growth can be
share, broadening the portfolio to reduce business risk, sought by entering into business consolidation in the
entering new markets/geographies and capitalizing on form of merger and acquisition.
economies of scale. Corporate mergers and acquisitions Merger and acquisition is to bring the two
have become popular across the globe due to organizations together with different cultural values,
globalization, liberalization, technological development personality and cultures [2]. A merger is an integration of
and intensely competitive business environment. The two or more firms into one and firm agrees to share the
synergistic gains from mergers and acquisitions may control of joint business with other owner. The phrase
result  from more efficient management, more profitable merger or acquisitions are mostly used interchangeable
use of assets, exploitation of market power and use of [3]. In merger two or more firm combine the assets and
complementary resources. In the modern financial and liabilities in one of the original firms or newly created
economic environment mergers and acquisitions, firms. In merger in most of the cases the joint firms takes
business control and amalgamations have emerges as a new name. A merger often involves the combinations of
main force of progress. Now days, the corporate two or more equals. Merger might happen between two
environment is speedily varying due to competition, strong firms or between two weak firms. In rare cases
products, people, markets, customers and technology. merger happens between stronger and weak firms. The
Mergers and acquisitions as a source of business growth decision whether to go for merger or not depend on the
have been the topic of careful examination inside cost benefit analysis. The benefit is the difference

market, the major goal of the company is to earn profits
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between value of the combine firm and the value of the process is known as friendly acquisition. Reverse
separate firms. The cost is the extra amount that acquirer acquisition is a process in which a private company takes
is willing to pay. The buyer should go for merger if the over the public company. The main reason behind these
benefit outweighs the cost [4].A merger can be dividend types of acquisitions is to attain a public status and to
in to four types such as horizontal mergers, vertical take the advantages of public company like insurance of
mergers, concentric merger and conglomerate mergers [5]. share etc. without listing itself as a public company.
A horizontal merger event happens when two or more Hostile Acquisition is done by force, in which the smaller
firms doing same kind of business activity get together. company has no other option except to say yes to the
This form of business union is most fashionable in the acquisition. In this acquisition bigger company purchased
present modern world [4]. A vertical merger is the all the shares of smaller company and has the full control
combination of one firm with another enterprise who are on its management [12]. 
involved in the various stages of marketing, production Merger history in Pakistan started when the fifth
and distribution of the same product. It can be said that in merger wave was going to end. At the start merger
vertical merger the merging firm have connection at activity was very low and insignificantly comparable with
various phase of production and distribution. If the India and other parts of the south Asia and around the
company merges with the party supplying the material, world. In the non-manufacturing sector majority mergers
this kind of merger is called backward or upstream. In are in the banking sector around the world. 
other words when the merger extends to those who are
supplying raw material is called upstream merger. On the Theoretical Backgrounds and Literature Review: A
other hand if combination extends to firm who are substantial literature on the impact of mergers on firm
ultimately selling to combines is called downstream performance variables such as profitability, efficiency,
merger [6]. Another category of merger is the liquidity; leverage and capital have been reviewed.
conglomerate mergers. In conglomrate merger the merging Whether a merged organization achieves expected
firm belongs to different sectors, different types of performance could be the critical question which is
business and unrelated business combinations. examined by nearly all researchers. A number of studies
Diversification of risk is the major motive behind were done all over the world to evaluate the performance
conglomerate mergers [7].Conglomerate mergers worked and determine the impact on profitability and efficiency
on the phenomenon that one central head office is after mergers and acquisitions. 
enough rather than separate head office. This will reduce Researcher [13] argues that mergers may lead towards
the operating cost [8].When firm engaged in the merger profit efficiency but they do not result in cost reduction.
are not doing the same line of business but are related in Researchers [14] invested the impact of mergers and
terms of production and marketing activities are called acquisitions on the firm performance in Australia. The aim
concentric merger. In order to obtain the economies of of this study is to evaluate whether mergers and
scale when firms move from their core activity to related acquisitions create synergies. The author explained the
business is called concentric merger. Acquisition means three theories of mergers and acquisitions such as
“to acquire” or “to takeover”. Acquisition is a process in synergy theory, free cash flow theory and market theory.
which usually one company is bigger or dominant over In this study a sample a sample of 36 Australian
other and big company acquire the assets or share of manufacturing companies engaged in the mergers and
smaller company and takes the  full  control  on  its acquisitions deals during 1986 to 1991 are chosen for
management [9]. An acquisition is a single or multiple measuring the impact of post-merger performance of
transactions whereby a company purchase the assets or acquiring firms. In this study a total sample of 72
shares of another company with the intention of obtaining companies, 36 acquisitions and their match consisting of
its control. Simply an acquisition is defined as a process control firms. Results of this study show that corporate
in which a company or an individual acquire the assets of mergers don’t significantly improve the post-merger
another company, either directly by taking the ownership financial performance of acquiring corporations. 
or indirectly just by taking the control on the company’s Another study [15] Analyzed post- merger financial
management [10, 11]. Business acquisitions can be position of acquiring firms belonging to the different
friendly, hostile, reverse and back flip. An acquisition in manufacturing sector of India. In this paper financial
which both enterprises without any force voluntarily ratios are used to measure the effect of business alliances
under friendly terms agreed to go for the acquisition on after merger profitability, efficiency, liquidity and
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capital ratios. In this study paired sample t-test is used to long term impact of merger and acquisition on the
test the significant of post- merger performance of the operating performance of Japanese acquiring firms. In this
acquiring firms. The result of this study showed no study a sample 69 merger belonging to manufacturing
significant improvement in the financial performance of firms quoted on the Tokyo stock market were considered
the acquiring companies. The results of this study to assess the effect of business combination deals over
showed better in term of profitability of the acquiring firms the financial performance of acquiring firms during 1969 to
when compared with the average ratio of the 1999. In this study the accounting based ratios are used
manufacturing industry not underwent for mergers and to measure the operating performance following the
acquisitions deals. The results of the cross border merger. The accounting ratios are the operating return and
acquiring firm’s ratios show some improvement when the operating margin. It is concluded that merger and
compared with the domestic merge firms ratios. acquisitions deals significantly effect on the long term

Researchers [16] explained that during the past performance of acquiring firms. 
decades majority of studies try to find out the answer of Another study [21] investigated the impact of 1997
difficult question, whether the post- merger performance financial crisis on high and low sales growth companies
of merged companies improved than previous in Malaysia. In this study a sample of 60 manufacturing
performance. In this study a sample of 191 mergers are firms listed on stock exchanges was chosen consisting of
taken as sample that indulge in merger and acquisition high sales growth (10%) and low sales growth (4%)
activities during 1985 to 1993 in UK underwent mergers and acquisitions deals during 1990-

Researchers [17] Show that mergers resulted in 1995. Profitability of merged firm is measured by using
increased operating performance of target companies. certain financial ratios such as return on equity, earnings
This increase was approximately 7% and efficiency of per share, dividends payout and gaining and price
such firms also increased. earnings ratio. The statistical tool paired sample and

Researchers [18] analyze the longer period independent sample t-test is used. The results of this
profitability of mergers and acquisition of both the study show that mergers do not significantly affect on
acquired and acquiring firms which are taken from the operating performance of low and high growth sales firms
continental Europe. The study showed that both the in the presence of financial economic crisis. 
acquiring and acquired firms perform better in their Researchers [22] studied the effects of business
industry before the merger, but after the merger the alliances on liquidity, profitability, efficiency of merging
profitability of the merged firms decline significantly. firms in India. In this study secondary data is used to
However, when the result of the merged firms compared collect the data required to test significant of the mergers
with the control group, the decline becomes insignificant. and acquisitions. In this study a sample of 13 merged

Researchers [19] investigated the impact of corporate companies are chosen that engaged in the Mergers and
merger over the operating performance of Greece acquisitions deals during the year2002-2005. In order to
manufacturing acquiring firms. In this study a sample of explain the liquidity position of acquiring and acquired
fifty Greek manufacturing firms are considered that are firms, a set of accounting ratio such as current ratio,
listed on Athens stock market. The time period for this networking capital and quick ratios are computed in the
study is 1998 to 2002. In this study the financial before and after- merger period. In this research paired
performance is evaluated by using financial and non- sample t-statistics is used for testing the hypothesis. The
financial variables. Financial performance measurement is result of this study concluded that the post- merger
with financial ratios which are divided into the group liquidity position of the acquiring firm’s shareholders
namely profitability, liquidity, solvency and profitability increased due to the mergers and acquisitions deals. 
areas is measured with earning to net worth, return on Authors [23] investigate financial performance of the
asset and gross profit ratios, liquidity is measured by with acquiring firms in Pakistan. The aim of this paper is to
quick ratios and solvency is measured by using net worth evaluate the financial position of merged manufacturing
to total asset and total debt to net worth ratios. The firms in Pakistan. In this study a sample of 14
results of this study concluded the performance of manufacturing merged firms and a sample of 14 matched
acquiring firms declined after merger. control firms are chosen. In this study accounting ratios

Researchers [20] analyzed the long term operating three year before and after merger relative to the control
performance of Japanese firms following the merger and firm are used. The statistical tool paired sample t-test is
acquisition deals. The aim of this study is to examine the used to test the hypothesis. This study used accounting
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ratios such as net profit ratio, return on equity, return on sample of four oil and gas sector firms is taken that are
total assets, return on capital employed, earning per share, listed on the Nigerian Stock exchange and underwent
total assets turnover and growth ratio. The results of this merger and acquisition deal. The assessment technique is
study showed that the combined firms do not perform the financial ratio examination. To test the significance of
significantly relative to the control firms. It is concluded differences that occurred in the post-restructuring period
that the merger do not significantly effect on financial is tested with the help of paired sample t-statistics. The
performance of the merged corporation relative to variable of this study are return on assets, gross profit
industrial peers. ratio, earnings per share, current ratio, quick ratio, total

Another study [24] analyzed the effect of business debt ratio and total assets ratio. The results of analysis
combinations on and financial performance of firms in indicate that post-merger profitability, efficiency, liquidity,
India. In this research a sample of 13 manufacturing firms capital and leverage position improved.
is selected that are engaged in the merger activity during Authors [28] investigated after- merger financial
the year 2004-2009. This study uses the accounting ratios performance of Indian manufacturing firms. This research
to analyze the financial position of selected sample is intended to explore growth through merger in the
corporations. The accounting ratios namely operational manufacturing sector of India. Organizations use business
synergy, returns on investment, working capital ratio and combinations as a tool for growth. In this study the
liquidity ratios are used. In this study the statistical tool mergers and acquisition has analyzed the pre and past
paired sample t-test is used. The result of this study merger performance in the areas of profitability, efficiency,
showed the merger result in minor variation on financial growth and leverage position of the acquiring
performance of merged firm following the merger. manufacturing companies. The time period used in this

Researchers [25] examined the effects of business study is from year 2003 to 2007. In this study a sample of
consolidations on financial performance of manufacturing 115 merger deals are analyzed by using statistical tool
corporations engaged in mergers and acquisition in India. paired sample t-test. The result of this study showed that
In this study a sample of ten manufacturing firms was the liquidity of merged companies increases but this
selected that engaged in the M and A deals between increase in statistically insignificant. The long term
years 2006-2007. Accounting based financial ratios solvency has decrease insignificantly.
showing the financial position for three year after and
prior merger was computed for the sample firms to examine Statement of the Problem: When a company merged with
whether there is an effect of merger on financial position another corporation or purchased by the company who is
of firms. In this study the statistical tool paired sample t- profitable, then it is advantageous to both the concerned
test is used. The results of this study shows that the firms that is why now a day’s all companies are paying
financial ratios do not significantly different following the attention in corporate reorganization in the shape of
merger and acquisition deals has no effect on the mergers and acquisitions. The question that arises is
profitability of firms. whether all companies merged or purchased at the end

Authors [26] evaluated before and after merger result in maximizing shareholders capital and improving
financial performance of acquiring companies in Turkey. operational performance? In some companies,
A sample of 62 firms is chosen in this study that engaged shareholders wealth is reduced after it will be merged or
in merger and acquisition activity between 2003 and 2007. acquired. The present study aims to find answers to these
Accounting approach used the profitability ratios such as questions by analyzing the effects of mergers on financial
return on assets, return on equity and return on sales. In performance of chosen companies in Pakistan. 
this research paired sample t-test is used to test the
significance of hypotheses. The accounting ratios based Need for the Study: Many researches on the performance
analysis indicates that financial performance of the of mergers has already been done in the advanced
acquiring company is adversely impact by the merger and countries to analyze the before and after the merger
acquisition event. financial position of both target and acquirer companies,

Researcher [27] conducted this study to understand especially the acquirer in the preceding and succeeding
the effects of business mergers on the Oil and Gas period of merger. Operational performance of companies
industry of Nigeria. The aim of this research is to find out engaged in the merger and acquisition transactions can be
whether mergers improve the after merger performance of calculated with their positions of profitability, efficiency
sample firms from the Oil and Gas industry of Nigeria. A and  growth.  A company may seem  financially  well-built
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when they are able to conduct their businesses smoothly H5: Merger has a same effect on different industries of
and to meet its current obligations. Therefore, an attempt
has been made to study the profitability, efficiency,
liquidity and growth in the non-financial sector of
Pakistan in the pre-and post-merger. Although a lot of
studies have already been advanced in corporate mergers,
the researcher feels that there are only a few studies that
had been advanced, in particular non-financial sector of
Pakistan. Thus, the researcher of this study feels a need
to fill this gap for more information on corporate merger in
the manufacturing sector of Pakistan to identify the
financial performance of corporations in the pre and post-
merger periods. Considering the little or no study on
business alliances in Pakistani business economy, this
research is conducted to evaluate the financial position of
undertakings involved in mixing of entities in Pakistani
industry.

Research Objectives:

To investigate effects of mergers and acquisitions on
the liquidity, profitability, efficiency and capital
performance indicators of Pakistani manufacturing
firms going through mergers in Pakistan
manufacturing sector.
To examine and evaluate what extent mergers and
business takeovers influences on liquidity,
profitability, efficiency and capital position of the
selected companies of different manufacturing
industries of Pakistan economy, such as Textile,
spinning, Cement, Automobiles, Electronics,
Chemicals and sugar.

Hypothesis of the Study: In order to achieve the research
objectives, research hypothesis needs to be formulated.
Keeping in view the research problem, research purpose,
research objectives and the review of literature, the
researcher have proposed the following hypothesis for
this research.

H1: Mergers has a significant effect on liquidity
performance indicators of non-financial sector of Pakistan.

H2: Mergers has a significant effect on profitability
performance indicators of non-financial sector of Pakistan.

H3: Mergers has a significant effect on efficiency
performance indicators of non-financial sector of Pakistan.

H4: Mergers has a significant effect on capital
performance indicators of non-financial sector of Pakistan.

manufacturing sector of Pakistan.

Determinants of Financial Performance
Profitability: Mergers increase or reduce the gains of the
two merging firms from what they would have been if they
had not been merged. The majority of the hypotheses
why mergers take place think that manager’s take full
advantage of profits [29, 30]. Successful mergers increase
the profitability of the combined company. A different
perspective of the impact of mergers about profitability
emphasizes selection from the capital market [31, 32]. 

Liquidity: Mergers also influence the liquidity shocks.
Authors [33] explain that “firm level diversification”
results in improved liquidity while the views of [34] are
quite opposite to [33]. A firm with short of liquidity will
prefer to alliance with a corporation which is surplus in
assets which are of liquid nature [35].

Efficiency: The efficiency can be defined as a basis of
added value. The sources of value can be represented in
three categories: improving revenue, reducing costs and
further growth opportunities. Efficiency is synergy drawn
by mergers and acquisitions. Activity or turnover ratios
are measure of efficiency and generally, “the higher the
better”. Efficiency ratios measure how effectively the firm
employs its resources [36].

Research Methodology: This is a quantitative research
design based study. Effects of business combinations are
analyzed in this study. Performance measures are used to
analyze the effects of business combinations. 

Variables of Study: This is a pre and post analysis study
andprimarilyemphases on independent variables.
Acquisition of firm is the dependent variable and
independent variables are fourteen financial health
indicators: Current ratio, Quick ratio, Debt/equity, Debt
ratio, Return on capital employed, Return on equity, Gross
profit, Net profit, Operating profit, fixed assets turnover,
Assets turnover, Sales growth, Earnings per share and
Break- up value per share. This study is based on the
secondary data. The data relating to the selected units
under study is obtained from prospectus and annual
reports of the selected units. 

Population: Population is a complete group of entities
sharing some common set of characteristics. Population
of this research consists of all the non-financial or
manufacturing companies involved in the mergers and
acquisitions since 1995.
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Sampling Method and Sample Size: Restricting this employed, Gross margin Return on equity, Net
research to public limited corporations reduces expected marginandOperating profit. A firm liquidity/ leverage are
confusion of unnecessary variables [37, 38]. Consistent measured by four variables: Current ratio, Quick ratio and
with previous studies [39] corporations in the sample had Debt/equity and Debt ratio. A firm’s operating efficiency
to satisfy the following criteria: The acquirer and target is measured by three financial variables: Fixed assets
firm had to be Pakistani listed public firm and three year turnover, Assets turnover and Sales growth. A firm’s
pre and post-data were available. A sample of twelve is capital position is measured by two financial variables:
selected by using convenience sampling [40].The basic Earnings per share and Break- up value per share. The
sample criteria are that the acquired firm must be in the analysis is performed by using fourteen performance
same industry as the target, all of the assets of the target ratios using paired sample ‘’t’’ statistics.
firm were acquired and the acquiring firm was not
involved in any other merger or acquisition during the Analysis of Financial Performance: Before and after
sample period and only mergers where equity stock of Merger  average financial ratios are computed of each
acquiring firm was issued to acquire firm (target) non- financial company included in sample. Each element
shareholders, as consideration for the acquisition and of financial performance (profitability, liquidity, efficiency
mergers have been considered for this study. In this and capital position) is separately analyzed in the before
study the sample is constructed by examining the merged and after- merger of twelve companies.
companies’ data available on Karachi Stock Exchange for Table 1 revealsReturn on capital employed of five
incidences of mergers between non-financial firms during
2000-2009. The final sample consists of twelve mergers. 

Industry No of mergers Industry No of mergers
Chemicals 2 Sugar 2
Cement 2 Spinning and Weaving 1
Electronics 1 Textile 3
Motor Vehicle 
(Automobile) 1

Statistical Method: To draw inferences about the effects
of business combinations on the firm’s financial and
operating health the analysis of this study use the most
common measures for evaluating a firm’s performance
based on accounting performance measures which are
also referred to as financial variables. A firm profitability
is measured by five financial variables: return on capital

companies improved while seven sample companies
return on capital deteriorated. Out of five companies
improved return on capital employed only two companies
return on capital is statistically significant. At the same
time out of seven companies deteriorated return on capital
employed only two companies return on capital employed
statistically significantly deteriorated. Return on equity of
five companies improved while seven sample companies
return on equity deteriorated. Out of five companies
improved return on equity only one company return on
equity is statistically significant. At the same time out of
seven companies deteriorated return on equity two
companies’ return on equity statistically significantly
deteriorated. Gross profit ratio of seven companies
improved while five sample companies gross profit ratio

Table 1: Profitability impact of mergers

Return on capital employed % Return on Equity % Gross Profit% Net Profit% Operating Profit%

------------------------------------- --------------------------- ------------------------- ------------------------- -----------------------

Sr. Acquirer Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig

1 Abbot Laboratories 11.67 36.9 0.05 27 36 0.26 28 38 0.12 3.43 19 0.02 8 19 0.01

2 Glaxosmith kline 16.51 18.8 0.59 19.6 21.3 0.71 29 28.2 0.94 9.96 11.2 0.83 12 11.8 0.93

3 DG Khan Cement 3.34 7.82 0.17 3.37 0.86 0.83 13.9 10.3 0.77 4.63 1.10 0.75 6 12.3 0.22

4 Javaden Cement 7.6 7 0.10 82.2 32.8 0.13 21.1 43.3 0.01 7.5 16 0.05 12.3 21.2 0.04

5 Pakelektron 16.48 30.8 0.04 3.63 18 0.11 22 18.2 0.14 1.73 4.7 0.26 12.8 10.9 0.08

6 Pak Suzuki 47.25 4.82 0.02 47.3 4.8 0.02 24.2 47.3 0.01 10.0 22.3 0.02 9.30 20.7 0.01

7 Al-Abbas Sugar Mills 12.76 16.1 0.67 11.2 17.3 0.59 9.1 12.7 0.48 3.73 5.33 0.61 3.41 6.32 0.44

8 JDW Sugar Mills 35.16 15.5 0.09 19 22.2 0.87 12.4 12.7 0.98 3.77 5.58 0.75 10.2 9.64 0.94

9 Jubilee Spinning 3.3 2.2 0.68 5.62 2.71 0.23 3.62 4.7 0.72 0.67 1.25 0.01 2.15 5.74 0.27

10 Kohinoor Mills Ltd 26.5 16.2 0.32 9.8 15.7 0.04 12.9 16.6 0.38 2.77 6.77 0.31 9.9 12.4 0.37

11 Nagina Cotton Mills 27.3 16.9 0.12 36.2 20.7 0.19 22.2 13.2 0.05 13.6 25.0 0.43 11.2 10.6 0.85

12 Nishat (Chunian) 29.30 11.0 0.03 37.4 14.9 0.04 18.5 17.4 0.35 10.9 6.8 0.26 13.7 13.3 0.69
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Table 2: Liquidity impact of mergers

Current Ratios(Times) Quick Ratios(Times) Debt/Equity Ratios % Debt Ratios %

------------------------------ -------------------------------- ------------------------------ ---------------------------

Sr Acquirer Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig

1 Abbot Laboratories 1.45 3.4 0.101 1.12 2.45 0.05 94.05 27.53 0.05 48.0 21.36 0.047

2 Glaxosmith kline 2.65 2.99 0.127 1.23 1.96 0.048 42.49 32.21 0.266 32.0 24.23 0.298

3 Dg Khan Cement 1.477 14.28 0.044 0.92 13.88 0.035 119 142 0.494 55.0 58.0 0.57

4 Javaden Cement 1.466 0.833 0.146 0.68 0.14 0.146 186 411 0.424 62 75 0.516

5 Pakelektron 1.10 0.98 0.401 1.03 0.59 0.121 160 257 0.107 10 20 0.099

6 Pak Suzuki 1.78 3.68 0.094 0.82 0.95 0.53 97 26 0.13 31 17 0.117

7 Al-Abbas Sugar Mills 1.12 0.96 0.05 0.12 0.14 0.66 129 563 0.049 56 72 0.05

8 JDW Sugar Mills 5.0 7.12 0.723 0.66 2.42 0.329 228 206 0.834 52 87 0.015

9 Jubilee Spinning 0.45 0.76 0.232 0.24 0.26 0.986 39 6.67 0.042 89.15 37 0.02

10 Kohinoor Mills Ltd 1.25 1.23 0.906 1.06 1.09 0.814 182 174 0.806 65.33 61.67 0.591

11 Nagina Cotton Mills 1.34 1.71 0.113 1.08 1.49 0119 198 194 0.918 65 66 0.78

12 Nishat Chunian 1.12 0.82 0.02 0.79 0.31 0.119 132 237 0.033 34 56 0.043

deteriorated. Out of seven companies improved gross companies current ratio statistically significantly
profit ratio only two companies gross profit ratio is deteriorated. Quick ratio of nine companies improved
statistically significant. At the same time out of five while three sample companies current ratio deteriorated.
companies deteriorated gross profit ratio only one Out of nine companies improved current ratio only three
company gross profit ratio statistically significantly companies current ratio is statistically significant. At the
deteriorated. Net profit ratio of ten companies improved same time out of three companies deteriorated current
while two sample companies net profit ratio deteriorated. ratio none of the company current ratio statistically
Out of ten companies improved net profit ratio only four significantly deteriorated. Debt ratio of five companies
companies net profit ratio is statistically significant. At improved while seven sample companies debt ratio
the same time out of two companies deteriorated net profit deteriorated. Out of five companies improved debt ratio
ratio none of company net profit ratio statistically only two companies debt ratio is statistically significant.
significantly deteriorated. Operating profit ratio of seven At the same time out of seven companies deteriorated
companies improved while five sample companies debt ratio only three companies debt ratio statistically
Operating profit ratio deteriorated. Out of seven significantly deteriorated. Debt equity ratio of six
companies improved operating profit ratio only three companies improved while six sample companies debt
companies operating profit ratio is statistically significant. ratio deteriorated. Out of five companies improved debt
At  the  same  time  out  of  five  companies  deteriorated equity ratio only two companies debt equity ratio is
operating profit ratio none of company operating profit statistically significant. At the same time out t of six
ratio statistically significantly deteriorated. Finally  it is companies deteriorated debt ratio only two companies
determined that after- merger profitability of acquiring debt equity ratio statistically significantly deteriorated. As
companies improved but insignificantly. The  findings  of a whole by comparing the improvements and deterioration
this study are comparable to those obtained by [14, 21, in liquidity performance indicators it is decided that
23]. H1 is rejected that merger has a significant effect on liquidity of acquiring companies is better than before but
the profitability performance indicators of acquiring firms insignificantly. The findings of this study are comparable

Table 2 shows the mean values of liquidity to those obtained by [22, 28]. H2 is rejected that merger
performance indicators before and after the merger of has a significant effect on after-merger liquidity show
twelve sample companies. Liquidity variable is proxied by indicators of merged firms.
current ratio, quick ratio, debt/equity and debt ratio. Table 3 reports the average values of the efficiency
Current ratio of seven companies improved while five performance indicators before and after the merger of
sample companies current ratio deteriorated. Out of seven twelve  sample companies. Efficiency variable is proxied
companies improved current ratio only one company by fixed assets turnover, assets turnover and sales
current ratio is statistically significant. At the same time growth. Fixed assets turnover of four companies improved
out of five companies deteriorated current ratio only two while   eight   sample   companies   fixed   assets  turnover
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Table 3: Efficiency Impact of mergers

Fixed assets turnover(Times) Assets turnover(Times) Sales Growth%
----------------------------------------- ----------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------

S r Acquirer Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig Pre Post Significance

1 Abbot Laboratories 5.74 4.91 0.032 1.75 1.52 0.02 10.65 9.50 0.91
2 Glaxosmith kline 4.65 4.60 0.974 1.443 1.296 0.728 5.62 7.57 0.805
3 DG Khan Cement 0.39 0.693 0.106 0.293 0.513 0.037 5.52 4.233 0.812
4 Javaden Cement 4.167 7.16 0.008 1.94 0.517 0.074 9.57 17.80 0.032
5 Pakelektron 1.366 2.766 0.008 0.722 1.046 0.038 20.17 41.23 0.386
6 Pak Suzuki 6.203 9.30 0.028 1.066 2.778 0.033 6.65 15.23 0.043
7 Al-Abbas Sugar Mills 2.86 1.077 0.046 1.513 1.156 0.003 16.42 32.57 0.30
8 JDW Sugar Mills 2.03 1.76 0.574 1.53 0.99 0.152 59.7 53 0.89
9 Jubilee Spinning 12.97 9.89 0.301 0.89 0.833 0.438 15.07 8.27 0.67
10 Kohinoor Mills 3.743 2.003 0.337 1.25 0.8 0.387 14.5 10.20 0.884
11 Nagina Cotton Mills 5.53 2.41 0.348 2.24 1.12 0.336 17.23 5.87 0.408
12 Nishat (Chunian 2.67 1.02 0.001 1.47 0.713 0.009 29.3 5.8 0.345

Table 4: Capital Position impact of mergers

Earnings per share(RS) Breakup value per share(RS)
---------------------------------------------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------

Sr Acquirer Pre Post Sig Pre Post Sig

1 Abbot Laboratories 6.40 11.47 0.12 15.47 47.87 0.002
2 Glaxosmith kline 9.6433 14.30 0.334 46.833 64.23 0.122
3 DG Khan Cement 0.833 0.333 0.853 29.73 23.87 0.148
4 Javaden Cement 4.04 5.35 0.70 7.13 33.42 0.316
5 Pakelektron 3.43 6.37 0.154 97.90 49.9 0.004
6 Pak Suzuki 47.41 4.44 0.03 172.59 174.06 0.934
7 Al-Abbas Sugar Mills 4.64 11.283 0.336 41.0 62 0.049
8 JDW Sugar Mills 2.667 9.083 0.412 16 42.24 0.021
9 Jubilee Spinning 0.7133 0.1733 0.262 23.13 172.2 0.024
10 Kohinoor Mills Ltd 2.733 6.47 0.404 19.0 41.97 0.31
11 Nagina Cotton Mills 6.02 3.733 0.177 18.90 22.17 0.03
12 Nishat (Chunian) 11.40 9.17 0.212 34.10 37.30 0.6

deteriorated. Out of four companies improved fixed assets deteriorated. As a whole by comparing the improvements
turnover three companies fixed assets turnover is and deterioration indicators of efficiency performance it is
statistically significant. At the same time out of eight decided that after- merger efficiency of acquiring
companies deteriorated assets turnover only three companies deteriorated but insignificantly. The findings
companies fixed assets turnover statistically significantly of this study are comparable to those obtained by [18, 19,
deteriorated. Assets turnover of three companies 26].H3 is rejected that merger has a significant influence
improved while nine sample companies’ assets turnover on the after-merger efficiency indicators of acquiring
deteriorated. Out of three companies improved assets firms.
turnover two companies assets turnover is statistically Table 4 reports the average values of the capital
significant. At the same time out of nine companies performance indicators before and after the merger of
deteriorated assets turnover three companies assets twelve sample companies. Capital variable is proxied by
turnover statistically significantly deteriorated. Sales earning per share and break- up value per share. Earnings
growth of six companies improved while six sample per share of seven companies improved while five sample
companies sales growth deteriorated. Out of six companies’ earnings per share deteriorated. Out of seven
companies improved sales growth only two companies companies improved earnings per share none of company
sales growth is statistically significant. At the same time earnings per share is statistically significant. At the same
out of six companies deteriorated sales growth none of time out of five companies deteriorated earnings per share
the company sales growth statistically significantly only one company earnings per share statistically
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significantly deteriorated. Break- up value per share of ten A merger has positive impact on Motor vehicle industry.
companies improved while two sample companies break-
up value per share deteriorated. Out of ten companies
improved earnings per share only three companies break-
up value per share is statistically significant. At the same
time out of two companies deteriorated break- up value
per share only one company earnings per share
statistically significantly deteriorated. As a whole by
comparing the improvements and deterioration in the
after- merger period the indicators of capital performance
reveals that after- merger capital position of acquiring
companies enhanced but insignificantly. The findings of
this study are comparable to those obtained by [27]. H4 is
rejected that merger has a significant after-merger capital
position indicators of acquiring firms.

The analysis of Table 1, 2, 3 and 4 shows that after
merger effect on financial performance of different
manufacturing industries of Pakistan is not the same. H5
is rejected that merger has a same effect on different
industries of manufacturing sector of Pakistan.

CONCLUSION

The purpose of this study is to examine the post-
merger operating and financial performance of acquirer
firms who have undergone merger and acquisition
process. In this study the impact of merger and
acquisition on profitability, efficiency, liquidity and
leverage and capital performance variables is measured by
using paired sample t-statistics. The results of first
objective show that post-merger profitability, capital and
liquidity variables insignificantly improved while
efficiency insignificantly deteriorated of the acquiring
firm’s ofnon-financial sector of Pakistan. The result of
second objective of this study shows that chemical sector
post- merger profitability, liquidity and capital
performance indicators improvesbutinsignificantly while
post-mergerefficiencydecline insignificantly. A merger has
positive impact on chemical industry. Cement sector post-
merger profitability improve significantly, while liquidity,
efficiency and capital performance indicators improve but
insignificantly. A merger has positive impact on cement
industry. Electronics industry post- merger profitability
and efficiency improve insignificantly, while liquidity and
capital performance indicators deteriorated but
insignificantly. A merger has mixed (positive and
negative) impact on Electronics industry. Motor vehicle
industry post- merger profitability, efficiency improves
significantly and liquidity performance indicators improve
insignificantly while liquidity  deteriorated  insignificantly.

Sugar industry post-merger profitability improves
insignificantly and capital performance indicators improve
significantly while liquidity and efficiency performance
indicators deteriorated significantly. A merger has
negative impact on sugar industry. Spinning and weaving
industry post-merger profitability improves insignificantly
and liquidity performance indicators decline
insignificantly while capital and efficiency performance
indicators improve significantly. A merger has negative
impact on Spinning and weaving industry. Textile
industry post-merger profitability, liquidity and efficiency
decline insignificantly while capital performance
indicators improve insignificantly. A merger has negative
impact on textile industry. It is finally concluded that
merger impact on different industries of manufacturing
sector differently.

Recommendations: On the base of this research, it is
recommended that organizations should use mergers and
acquisitions as a corporate expansion strategy.
Corporations should also use other strategies such as
retrenchment and reorganizing. Corporations which are
profitable before combining the business can improve
their financial position by making subsidiaries by
adopting the strategy of group consolidation. In Pakistan
still there in not growing trend of mergers and
acquisitions in manufacturing sector as compared to India
and other countries of South Asian region. There are
number of reasons for this low rate of mergers and
acquisitions and a lot of work still needed to do to
increase this rate in Pakistan. But still here one thing
would be needed to note that there are various purposes
that encourage a firm to go into merger. Often these
reasons tend to be qualitative and are not interpreted into
quantitative statistics. Once more, a merger might be
effective or successful to provide the immediate objective
but might be failed to deliver each of the theoretically
defined advantages. Therefore, on the base of this
research it is not an effective assumption that business
alliance is impractical practice and it do not create any
value for the merged firms.
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